Dreamscape
Video Game Concept for
XBLA
By Johnson Lightfoote

1 GAME CONCEPT
1.1 ELEVATOR PITCH
Kip, a young boy constantly harassed by a bully and scolded by his teacher, enters his
dreams to escape his harsh reality. Dreamscape is a 2D side scrolling platform adventure game
similar to Braid for the Xbox Live Arcade. Players control Kip in his adventures to traverse the
dream world with the power of imagination. Each section features both real and dream world
levels. In the real world, when Kip is met with seemingly impassible barriers, Kip then falls
asleep to figure out how to get past these obstacles. In the dream world, Kip traverses unique
landscapes to solve puzzles and return to the real world with new abilities or knowledge to
surmount obstacles.

1.2 SAMPLE OF GAME CONCEPT
You awake after class to the sound of the ringing school bell. You stand from your desk
and run out to go play with your friends at recess. On your way through the hall, you run and
jump over toys left sprawled over the floor. As you get to the door leading outside, the path is
blocked off by your teacher who scolds you for sleeping through class. Frightened, you run into
the nearby closet, over yourself with blankets, and fall into a deep sleep.
As you awake, you find yourself in a forest and go to exploring. You run around the area
jumping over and sliding under trees and branches left and right. After traversing the forest, you
reach a lush meadow with a plant in the center. The plant looks withered and dry, so you want to
save it from dying and search around to find a watering pot. As you water the plant, it suddenly
grows into a massive apple tree. As you reach for an apple, one falls and lands on your head. You
awake to find an apple lying in your lap; you burst out of the closet and go see the teacher and
give her the apple. The teacher smiles and lets you go outside to join your friends in the wonder
that is childhood.

1.3 HIGH CONCEPT LOGLINE
A young child traverses through real and dream worlds to overcome challenges.
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1.4 GENRE
Side-scrolling platform adventure

1.5 MAJOR FEATURES
Dream and Real World Levels
 Real World
o Kip encounters insurmountable problems
 Dream World
o Overcome terrain, enemies, and obstacles
o Solve puzzles to create items and powers
o Return to the real world with new abilities
Funny Character Interactions

1.6 TARGET AUDIENCE


30 Million Xbox Live Subscribers
o Young Adult Male and Female Demographic 12-34

1.7 HARDWARE PLATFORMS
Xbox Live Arcade
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1.8 COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

There are multiple side scrolling adventure games listed in the Xbox Live Arcade. Two popular
games similar to Dreamscape are Limbo and Braid, both highly rated and top selling titles for
Xbox Live Arcade. Both titles have a large fan base and are well known in the indie game
community. However, both of these titles released last year and fans of those games which are
looking for a similar experience will find that in Dreamscape. Dreamscape takes a joking
lighthearted tone not present in other types of indie games, creating a new appeal to an already
large consumer market. In the top 30 selling Xbox Live arcade games, 40 percent are adventure
genre games so Xbox Live subscribers are proven to be receptive to these types of games.
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2 MAIN GAME SCREENS

The main gameplay screen for Dreamscape is similar to most 2D dimensional
platformers; it is compact and simple since a majority of the game mechanics are discovered in
game.
The player’s point of view is that of a standard side-scrolling game. The player can see
and control their character’s movement on a two dimensional plane and can move up, down, left,
or right using the left thumbstick on the Xbox controller. For the majority of levels, as the player
moves in a direction their character stays in the center depending on the character's movements
i.e. the level will scroll automatically in a direction.
When entering pre-designated sections (i.e. sections designed to implement a fixed point
of view), the camera becomes fixed and the player can move around this section without the
camera panning. After exiting the section, the screen pans over and the camera returns to
following the player as he or she moves.
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In the top left corner, a picture of
the character and his or her current
amount of lives are displayed. Below the
display of lives, there is a cookie counter
which displays the player's current
amount of cookies. When players collect
cookie, a quick sound effect plays to
inform the player they have been
collected. Every time a player collects
100 cookies, he/she earns one extra life.

Another sound effect plays to inform the player they
have earned an extra life.
Key items that the player must collect is
illuminated to stand out so that players notice them.
By touching them, the item is added to the player's
inventory and used automatically when interacting
with related objects. For example, after a player
collects a water jug, when he/she approaches a dead
plant, an animation plays showing the player using the
water jug to water the plant. When collected, the item
appears over the players head and a jingle plays to
notify the player.
After a dream world level is complete, a player is taken to the Dream Mart. As illustrated
in the image below, a player can use cookies collected in previous levels to purchase new items
as well as upgrades to abilities such as jump. Players can scroll from top to bottom of the list to
select items. Unlocked items appear white while locked items are a dark grey. To leave the store,
players push the b button which plays an in-game cinematic and returns them to the real world.
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3 STORY ELEMENTS
3.1 THE DREAMSCAPE UNIVERSE
Dreamscape takes place in present day. The game takes place in several settings
consisting of the real world and the dream world Kip travels into. The real world settings consist
of Kip’s home, his classroom at his middle school: Elementary Day School, and a traditional
recess playground. The dream world contains varies types of worlds include jungle, lava, and ice
worlds that Kip travels through to find objects that can help him overcome problems in the real
world.

3.2 DREAMSCAPE MAIN CHARACTERS
Kip
A cheerful fourth grader and the main protagonist of Dreamscape. He
is occasionally mischievous, but helps his friends when they are in
trouble. He goes into the dream world to find ways to stop Griff from
picking on him and his friends.

Ms. Peppercorn
Kip’s fourth grade teacher at Elementary Day school. She scolds
Kip for doing wrong, but knows that deep down he is a good child.

Mom
Kip’s mother looks out for him and tries to keep him out of trouble.
She encourages Kip’s imagination and takes him to and from
Elementary Day School. She believes that Kip's good nature and
imagination will help him develop into a kind boy.
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Judy
Kip’s fourth grade classmate and friend. Judy is always trying to
keep Kip and their friend Billy out of trouble to please their teacher,
Ms. Peppercorn.

Billy
Kip’s best friend and classmate. Billy is fearless and will go to any
lengths to get attention from their teacher and other classmates. He
is always standing up to Griff, only to end up stuffed into closets.

Somnium
Kip’s guide through the dream worlds. Somnium gives Kip advice
on how to navigate the dream world and overcome difficult
challenges.

Griff
Griff is the main antagonist of Dreamscape. He constantly bullies
and terrorizes Kip and his classmates and sucks up to Ms.
Peppercorn. He is trying to enter Kip’s dream worlds to continue
tormenting him.

3.3 ATMOSPHERE OF DREAMSCAPE
Dreamscape has two types of atmospheres, light hearted in the real world and
dark and mysterious in the dream world. Elementary Day School is similar to a normal
elementary school; there are class paintings on the wall in the classroom and the
playground is filled with the laughter of other children. Though a happy place for most
students, Kip is constantly being scolded by Ms. Peppercorn and pestered by Griff and
escapes them to enter the dream world to go on adventures. The dream world is dark with
an air of mystery. Kip is challenged with platforms to climb and creatures to defeat in
search of items to keep cause mischief in the real world and save his friends from Griff.
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The point Kip enters the dream world is always different and is the start of a level
sequence. Only advice from Somnium and quick thinking can get Kip through the dream
world and to return to the safer real world. After emerging from a hazy sleep, Kip always
wakes up in a daze wherever he fell asleep.

3.4 DREAMSCAPE STORYTELLING MEDIUM
Dreamscape's story is told through voice over conversations between Kip and the
other characters. A text bubble appears over the characters whenever they are talking as
well. The dialogue advances the plot and takes place whenever Kip interacts with any key
characters or finds key items.

4 OPENING SEQUENCE
In the opening sequence for Dreamscape, Kip is being dropped off at Elementary Day School by
his mother.
Mom: Kip, be sure to have a good day at school, and PLEASE try and keep out of trouble!
Kip: You know me Mom, I'll do my best.
Kip exits the car, enters his fourth grade classroom, and approaches his desk when the teacher
calls out to the classroom.
Ms: Peppercorn: All right class, everyone take a seat, it's time to begin.
Kips friends, Judy and Billy, call Kip to sit next to them.
Judy: Kip, sit down in your seat or you're going to embarrass us.
Billy: Relax, Judy, it's not like Kip pays attention anyway. Remember the last time we had a
math test and what he put for an answer…. Hahaha.
Judy snickers slightly while Kip shrinks into his desk in shame. The Focus shifts to Ms.
Peppercorn as she begins her lecture.
Ms. Peppercorn: Today, class, we continue our studies on long division, now remember that
when…
Time passes as Ms. Peppercorn begins her lecture. Kip falls into a deep sleep and hears a
mysterious voice.
Somnium: Kip… Kip, listen Kip, 2+2 does not equal fish…
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Kip awakes in his own drool to the sound of the school bell ringing and the classroom empty.
Kip arises from his desk and goes towards the open hallway towards the playground. As he
approaches the door, he is confronted by his long time bully, Griff.
Griff: Bout time you woke up, Kip, been waiting to mess with you all mornin'.
Kip: Out of the way, Griff, I'm going out to recess to play with my friends.
As Kip walks towards the door, Ms. Peppercorn emerges from it and stares down at Kip with
disappointment.
Ms: Peppercorn: Kip, you are always falling asleep in class. It's rude for you to not listen when
other are talking, especially when I'm teaching you something that will be essential in your life
like long division! I'm sorry, but as punishment you're not going to recess today.
Kip: But…
Ms. Peppercorn: Butt! Don't use such a FILTHY WORD, Kip, this isn't a Hippity Hop video!
Now go back into the classroom and think about what you need to do to stay awake next time.
Griff: I think I'll keep Kip, company Ms. Peppercorn, no one should be alone at recess time.
Ms. Peppercorn: Why isn't that nice Griff. I know you are a good apple Kip, so why can't you
behave more like Griff here?
Kip walks back into the classroom. Shortly after, Griff walks into the room to harass Kip.
Griff: No teacher or Billy to protect you now.
Kip: Can we do this another day, Griff? I'm kinda annoyed that I'm missing recess. Right now I
just can't deal with your smelly…
Angrily, Griff picks up Kip and stuffs him in a nearby closet. He takes a broom and jams the
doors together, leaving Kip trapped inside.
Kip: Well that wasn't very nice, Griff.
Griff: Feel like going out to play after all smell YOU later, Kip.
Griff leaves Kip stranded inside the closet as his footsteps fade into the distance. With nothing
else to do, Kip curls into a ball and drifts off into sleep again. He awakens in the middle of a
jungle to find himself surrounded by tall trees. Kip walks around confused, looking for a way out
of the forest. Out of the corner of his eye, he sees a small object speed towards him.
Somnium: Well, first you fail your math test and now you've gotten yourself in another
predicament haven't you, Kip?
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Kip: Um, I'm sorry, do I know you?
Somnium: Hey, listen. My name is Somnium and I'm the one who will guide you through this
place and get your lazy bum out of trouble.
Kip: Where is here exactly?
Somnium: Man you are a little slower than I thought. Ok so here's the deal: every few centuries,
"special" individuals such as yourself can enter this unique dream world that can influence the
outside real world. As guardian of this realm, it's my job to show you how to navigate this world
as well as the special powers you can obtain.
Kip: Powers?!?! Sweet, I can fly!
Kip jumps in air and falls down flat on his face.
Somnium: You just got here. Getting used to this world takes time. Furthermore, stop making so
much noise or you are going to attract…
A nearby bush shakes and a strange creature jumps out from it and lets out a loud scream.
Kip: What's that thing?
Somnium: Your first test. Let's see just how special you are, Kip.
Intro scene ends and player assumes control of Kip for tutorial.

5 DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
5.1 CONTROLLER LAYOUT
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5.2 CHARACTER MOVEMENT
5.2.1 MOVEMENT


Left thumbstick controls Kip’s movements
o Kip moves in the direction that the Left stick is pressed
 i.e. left moves kip left, moving stick right moves Kip right
 There is no upward or downward movement except when interacting with
ladders
 Pushing up moves Kip, up while pressing down moves Kip down
o The more the Left stick is pushed, the faster Kip goes
 i.e. Kip progresses from a slow walk, to a jog, and finally to a run

5.2.2 JUMPING


When pressed the A button propels Kip into the air
o Similar to Mario’s jump, depending on the speed and angle of Kip, the jump
distance varies
 i.e. Kip’s running jumps is higher than his standing jump
o The longer the A button is held, the higher Kip goes
 i.e. Similar to Mario’s jump which when holding down the A button
propels him slightly higher

5.3 SOMNIUM ADVICE AND TRAIL


When pressed the Y button summons Somnium
o When players are stuck, this button summons Somnium to give advice
 Text bubble appears over her head to give hints
 i.e. “Use your new water powers to put out the fire blocking your
path.”
o In levels involving finding a key object, Somnium emits a three second yellow
light trail leading Kip towards the object

5.4 INVENTORY USAGE AND SELECTION
5.4.1 INVENTORY SELECTION


Pressing down on the Right thumbstick brings up the inventory screen
o A cursor on the screen appears and moving the Right thumbstick scrolls through
the inventory
 i.e. moving the right thumbstick up scrolls the cursor up, moving the right
thumbstick down scrolls the cursor down
o To select either a power or item, the player moves the cursor over an item or
power and presses the A button to confirm
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Only one item or power can be selected at a time

5.4.2 ITEM/POWER USAGE


Pressing the X button uses the currently selected power or item the player chose in the
inventory selection screen
o Types of powers or items chosen changes how button should be pressed
 i.e. Lighting Gun: X is held down to emit bolts
 i.e. Fireball: X is pressed once to shoot out a fireball

5.5 PAUSING


Pressing the Start button pauses the game
o During levels, a menu screen with several options for the players pops up
o During cutscenes the screen turns a darker shade and the cutscene remains faded
and paused until Start or B button is pressed again

5.6 MENU NAVIGATION



The Left thumbstick moves cursor through menu options
o i.e. Up moves cursor up, down moves cursor down, etc.
o Player uses the Left thumbstick to navigate the menu and the A button to confirm
When navigating menu or pause screens, pushing the B button returns to the previous
screen

6 GAMEPLAY WALKTHROUGH
6.1 SCENE: ESCAPE FROM THE JUNGLE

In this sequence, the player navigates Kip through the
surrounding jungle to find an item that will transport Kip back to the
real world.
As the level fades in, the player character starts in the bottom left corner of the screen. To
set the scene, the path is covered with green bushes and branches and the background of the
scene is littered with large trees. As this is a 2D side scroller, the player can move Kip along the
pathway left or right. The player decides to move Kip around to get a feel for the controls. The
player moves the left control stick to move Kip left, but finds that Kip is walking into a large tree
blocking the path towards the left. In response, the player decides to go to the right instead by
moving the left control stick to the right. Kip moves towards the right and reaches the end of the
screen which pans to the right showing a new area.
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In the next area, there is a ladder in the center of the screen leading upwards and a green
grass door at the other side of the pathway. Collectible cookies line the pathway towards the
door. Following the trail of cookies, the player moves Kip to the other side of the area and
collects the cookies by touching them. As Kip approaches the door, a keyhole shaped plant
sprouts from the door which appears to be locked. Seeking advice, the player presses the Y
button to summon Somnium who appears to Kip's left. Somnium states: "Looking higher might
be a good idea to get through this door," and then a yellow trail appears from Kip leading to the
nearby ladder the player passed earlier. The light glows bright for a few seconds and then fades
away.
As the player moves Kip towards the ladder, three ground nymphs sprout up from the
ground where Kip previously entered the room and start to walk towards Kip. The player recalls
from the tutorial segment that jumping on enemies is a way to defeat them. To counteract the
enemies, the player pushes the A button which sends Kip into the air. Using the left control stick
to adjust movement in the air, the player moves Kip to land on top of the first nymph. In
response, the nymph goes flat and then disappears in a cloud of white smoke. After dispatching
the second nymph, the player is hit by the third nymph and the resulting strike causes all of Kip's
collected cookies to scatter along the path. The player maneuvers Kip to dispatch the final
nymph and then moves to collect a few of the fallen cookies before the majority of them flicker
and then disappear.
The player moves Kip under the ladder and pushes up on the left control stick to climb
up. The camera pans to another new area with a large brown key sitting on top of a cloud
platform connected to the ladder. Kip approaches the top of the ladder and returns to standard
movement afterwards. The player realizes that he/she can use the key to get pass the locked door
in the previous area. The player obtains the key by touching it with Kip and hears an affirmative
chiming sound noting that the key has entered Kip's inventory. After returning to the ladder, the
player pushes down on the left controller stick to descend Kip to the previous area. Kip
approaches the door and the player pushes down on the right control stick. The screen shades
into an overlay, the inventory screen pops up, and the player uses the right control stick to move
the cursor over the icon of the key and presses the A button to confirm the choice. With Kip
standing next to the door, the player presses the X button and the key floats out from Kip and
enters the large keyhole in the door. The door shines a bright glow, emits an unlocking sound,
and then opens. The player moves Kip through the door and into the next area.
In the next area, the background changes into a large open field. As the player breathes a
sigh of relief that he/she has navigated through the jungle, four large and dangerous Birdbats fall
from the sky and hover above the path. The player notices that the Birdbats are out of reach, but
has a previously obtained item to deal with them. To combat the Birdbats, the player selects the
Dreambow from Kip's inventory and holds the B button to pull back the arrow. A red target
appears over the nearest Birdbat and after the player releases the B Button, the arrow flies from
the bow and hits the Birdbat which falls to the ground and disappears in a cloud of white smoke.
The player uses Kip to dispatch the second and third Birdbats the same way and then jumps on
top of the final Birdbat as it dives towards Kip.
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As the final Birdbat explodes into a cloud, a water gun appears in its place. The player
uses Kip to approach the gun, picks it up, and heads across the path into the next section. In the
next section, there is a small and dry looking seedling sitting in the middle of the screen.
Thinking water could help the withered looking plant survive, the player uses Kip to move next
to the seedling and uses the water gun to water the plant. In response, the screen shakes and the
small seedling sprouts up into a huge tree that goes above the top of the screen. Unsure of where
to go next, the player summons Somnium who tells the player: "The branches look sturdy
enough to support your weight, Kip." Heeding Somnium's advice, the player uses Kip to jump
between the branch platforms and moves up into the next section.
The background changes to show large foliage draping from the massive tree. As Kip
moves up the tree by jumping onto more platforms, large acorns begin falling from the top of the
screen. The player uses Kip to avoid the failing acorns while making Kip's way up the platforms
to the next section. As the camera pans over, flaming spiders start to drop out from above and
land on each of the four platforms above Kip. Unsure of how to deal with these new enemies, the
player summons Somnium who advises Kip in a funny and sarcastic tone: "What happens when
you mix fire with water oh 'wise one'? Use the water gun to drench those bugs." The player uses
Kip's water gun and after three squirts, doses the first spider and then jumps on it to defeat it. The
player dispatches two other spiders the same way, but the final spider shoots out a web which
immobilizes Kip. The spider then rams the player, scattering their collected cookies. As the web
fades off of Kip, the player uses Kip to defeat the final spider and collects one of the cookies
before the rest fade out. Having dispatched all the enemies, the player moves Kip higher up the
tree to the final section.
As Kip reaches the top of the screen, the camera pans to show the next section with a
blue sky background and shows the top of the tree. The player uses Kip to jump onto the final
platform and examines a large branch sticking up from the top. Somnium appears and says:
"Time to water the branch and go home, Kip." After using the water gun, a huge apple grows out
from the branch, and hangs out. As the player uses Kip to approach the apple, the screen shakes,
the apple falls on top of Kip, and the screen fades black into the next game sequence.

7 AUDIO SPECIFICATIONS
7.1 VOICE ACTING DETAILS
Kip
Being a young and slightly mischievous child, Kip's voice is young, contains a low tone,
and just a hint of deception when he speaks. Kip is also slightly naïve, so a voice actor must also
be able to convey an innocent tone and feel.
o Ideal voice actor: Nancy Cartwright (Bart Simpson in Simpsons)
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Mom
Kips mother's voice has several qualities. It contains a low and raspy tone with a soft
touch when she is speaking specifically with her son Kip.
o Ideal Voice Actor: Julie Kavner (Marge Simpson in Simpsons)
Bill
Bill's voice is a young and playful voice. Bill also has a medium toned voice coupled
with varying levels as he tells his jokes to other characters. When confronting Griff and other
adversities, Bill's voice becomes strong and resolute when he speaks.
o Ideal voice Actor: Elizabeth Daily (Tommy Pickles in Rugrats)
Ms. Peppercorn
Ms. Peppercorn has a stern and serious voice when she is scolding her children. When
dealing with sensitive issues or problem children as the case with Kip, her voice becomes softer
and tender to convey compassion.
o Ideal voice actor: Alyson Hannigan (Lily Aldren in How I Met Your Mother)
Griff
Griff has a young and raspy voice influenced by angry emotions. The angrier Kip gets,
the lower his voice becomes when Kip or the other characters insult him. The voice actor
selected must also be able to switch to a higher toned voice when interacting and deceiving adult
figures such as Ms. Peppercorn.
o Ideal voice actor: Trey Parker (Cartman in South Park)
Judy
Judy has a young and very timid voice. Whenever she speaks, it is very soft and calm.
When interacting with difficult situations, her voice becomes a higher pitch and a combination of
whimpers.
o Ideal voice Tara Strong (Bubbles in Powerpuff Girls)
Somnium
Somnium's speech is laced with witty quips and contains a sarcastic tone. When
addressing Kip, it is usually with a condescending and disappointing tone, as if she is slightly
ashamed to be helping Kip through his journey. Somnium's voice is high pitched when she
speaks.
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o Ideal voice Susanne Blakeslee (Wanda in Fairly Odd Parents)

7.2 KEY THEMES AND MUSIC
Entering Dream World and Leaving Theme
This Psytrance genre theme plays when Kip enters and exits the dream world. This theme
contains electronic and psychedelic influences to create a feeling of confusion and to the player.
The composer of the music must keep in mind that when the player leaves the dream world, the
theme plays in reverse. Therefore, the music must sound appealing when played both forwards
and backwards.
School Level Music
Kip's school theme has a light hearted feel. The theme uses a synthesizer and combines
melodic tunes with a piano to create music similar to the Play School theme.
Defeat Music
Quick music clip that occurs when Kip perishes in the dream world. The theme is
Orchestra genre with a dark tone similar to the works of Hans Zimmer in Batman Begins and The
Dark Knight.
Jungle Level Theme
The Jungle world's theme is an African drum-influenced genre. The instruments used are
bongo drums, synthesizers, and occasional guitar and sounds similar to the jungle themes in the
Donkey Kong Country games.
Somnium Theme
Somnium's theme is light hearted and contains only a piano. The composer should focus
on a simple rhythmic melody similar to Navi's theme in The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time.

7.3 KEY SOUND EFFECT LIST
Key Item Collection
o Affirmation sound that is played when a key object is touched and collected by the player
o Similar to chest opening music in Legend of Zelda


Doo, Doo, Doo , DOOOO!"
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Cookie Collection


Sound that is played when a player touches and then collects a cookie
o Sound of cookies being eaten

Enemy Defeat


Sound is played when a player defeats an enemy by jumping on it
o Popping sound followed by an evaporation sound

Jumping


Sound occurs whenever the player jumps
o Similar to Mario's jumping sound effect
 "Woop"

Hit by Enemies



If player has collected cookies in his/her inventory: Sound of cookies being crushed
If player has no collected cookies in his/her inventory: See “Defeat” in Music section
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